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Success Criteria

Aim
• I know how to form nouns using the suffix –ness.

• I can explain what an adjective and a noun are.

• I can add the suffix –ness to adjectives to form nouns.

• I can add the suffix –ness to an adjective ending in y.

• I can use nouns ending in –ness in sentences.



Introductory Activity



Which Word Class?

What type of words are these? 

happy sad forgetful bright

sick ill clever greedy

They are all adjectives. 



Which Word Class?

Adjectives describe something or someone.

Can you think of an appropriate adjective to describe the pictures below. 
Write your adjectives on your whiteboard.  

sleepy greedy helpful lazy



Independent Focused Activity



Making Nouns by Adding -ness

We can change some adjectives into nouns by adding a suffix.

What is a suffix?

A suffix is a group of 
letters that we can add to 

the end of words to 
change their meaning.

Can you remember any suffixes we have learned.

?



Making Nouns by Adding -ness

To change the adjectives into nouns we can add the suffix…

-ness

A noun ending in ‘ness' means the state of being. For example 
Tiredness is the state of being tired.

Tommy’s tiredness was caused 
by his very late bedtime last 

night.



Making Nouns by Adding -ness

Most of the time adding –ness is simple!

sad + ness = sadness
tired + ness = tiredness

Spelling rules for adding –ness.

When the adjectives end in a ‘y’, we usually change the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ 
and then add -ness.

quiet thoughtful rude bold

quietness thoughtfulness rudeness boldness

Can you add -ness to these words? Write your answers on your 
whiteboard.



Making Nouns by Adding -ness

Sometimes adding –ness can be trickier!

happi + ness = happiness
crazi + ness = craziness

Spelling rules for adding –ness.

When the adjectives end in a ‘y’, we usually change the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ 
and then add -ness.

happy lonely shiny ready

happiness loneliness shininess readiness

crazy

Can you add -ness to these words? Write your answers on your 
whiteboard.

happy



Jumbled Words

All these nouns with -ness have been jumbled up. Can you work 
out the word and then place it in the correct sentence?

apphiness

dmaness

happiness

It was ________ to walk in the storm.

I wish you _________ on your birthday.

madness

happiness

madness


